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Abstract—For productivity and correctness of embedded software system, I will focus on the verification of modeling by using M&S (Modeling & Simulation) in the modeling part. M&S (Modeling & Simulation) will be used to verify the modeling. If models are simulated for verification after modeling when we develop the embedded software, we may have the correctness of models. Also, it is probably going to improve embedded software’s reusability and reliability because we will be reusing correctness models.

In this paper, we will extend a dynamic diagram of UML2.0 and xUML including Real-Time concepts to adapt to the embedded environment for embedded software modeling. Furthermore, it is probably going to improve reliability of embedded software system with using modeling and simulation concepts.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Embedded software is a type of software that is built into hardware systems. This software is typically designed to perform and control one specific function. It is built in systems like cellular phones, televisions, planes, elevators, cars, robots, etc. Embedded software operates a lot of sensors in a car, and which controls flight control systems, navigation system in an UAV(Unmanned aerial vehicle). Embedded system such as nuclear power generations, aircraft controls, missiles needs high quality reliability because incorrect operation or suspend working is cause critical problems. Reactive system like embedded system has nested if-else statements, switch-case statements. David Harel’s state chart is the best method for modeling a reactive system [1]. A state diagram models if-else, switch-case statements of complex embedded system and adopts various state patterns, so that is able to solve some problems before coding. In this paper, considering embedded system features, we extends dynamic diagram of UML 2.x included real-time concepts to embedded environment for modeling embedded software. Also we suggest stochastic based state diagram according to probability state in embedded system that discovers new optimized transitions and states through stochastic state changes and state transition tables. Through this method, we can get correctness of modeling.

II. RELATED WORK

A. State Diagram

A state diagram is focus on state transition of single object occurred in consequence of an external event. Reactive system is an interactive system, which exchanges events with surrounding environments continuously. State Machine is the best method for modeling graphic user interface and embedded system [1]. State diagram describes possible states about a class and an event occur a state transition. State diagram is useful to show life cycle of a class.

B. Concurrency

Concurrency handles multi-process at the same time in a single process. Concurrency programs process many processes that is in contrast with a sequential processing program by fixed order. For example, in a bridge only one car can pass through, if two car try to pass, nobody will pass or they will crash. This kind of problem also occurs in embedded system.

In this paper, we describe model with using LTS (Labeled Transition Systems)[2] state machine. Furthermore, LTS is described by FSP which is a text language.

1) Deterministic

(\forall x \rightarrow P \land \forall y \rightarrow Q) \quad presents \quad action \ x \ or \ action \ y \ is \ ran \ collectedly. \ When \ action \ x \ is \ performed, \ process \ P \ will \ perform. \ When \ action \ y \ is \ performed, \ process \ Q \ will \ perform. \ "\land\" \ is \ a \ select \ operator. \ Deterministic \ gives \ authority \ to \ a \ user \ what \ action \ will \ be \ performed.
TABLE I. FSP FOR COFFEE COIN MACHINE.

\[
\text{DRINKS} = (\text{red} \rightarrow \text{coffee} \rightarrow \text{DRINKS} \\
| \text{blue} \rightarrow \text{tea} \rightarrow \text{DRINKS}).
\]

1) Non-Deterministic

Non-deterministic gives authority to a system and action will be out of order execution. In case of deterministic has only one event from one state to other state, but in case of non-deterministic has more than one transition about one event.

TABLE II. FSP FOR C TIN

\[
\text{COIN} = (\text{toss} \rightarrow \text{heads} \rightarrow \text{COIN} \\
| \text{toss} \rightarrow \text{tails} \rightarrow \text{COIN}).
\]

III. EMBEDDED SOFTWARE SYSTEM MODELING

Dynamic modeling is important to model and simulate embedded software system. This chapter, we will present concurrent state diagram, stochastic based state diagram for complementing previous problem.

A. Concurrent State Diagram

In case of HexAboider with two antenna sensors walks, if one antenna generates an event to move next transition, this robot is not able to walk. We suggest to use concurrency concepts for solving this kind of problem.

Fig. 1. Concurrent State Diagram for HexAboider.

B. Stochastic Based State Diagram

General stochastic process means a collection of random variables; this is often used to represent the evolution of some random value, or system, over time. This is the probabilistic counterpart to a deterministic process (or deterministic system).

In a stochastic or random process there is some indeterminacy: even if the initial condition (or starting point) is known, there are several (often infinitely many) directions in which the process may evolve. In the simple case of discrete time, as opposed to continuous time, a stochastic process involves a sequence of random variables and the time series associated with these random variables[3]. We apply the system design with this concept. In the real world, it should predict to happen several possible behaviors than only single possible behavior, which may make unstable system. To solve this problem we suggest stochastic based state diagram to design the system which can’t predict whether it can work to progress one way or not. That is, not unclear whether it moves from one state to other state or any state.

TABLE III. TYPE AND DESCRIPTION FOR STATE DIAGRAM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Example of State Diagram</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stochastic: if at least one output with random value, next transition will be like a right figure.</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Stochastic State Diagram" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concurrency: when occur several threads, and execute concurrently</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Concurrency State Diagram" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We make one example to explain the wiper rain sensors of the mobile car based on a stochastic system. The main functions of rain sensors sense the amount of rain to move a proper speed of wipers, and also stop the wiper without raining. If the rain falls down the surface of the car wind screen, Figure 2 represents the state diagram to work the behaviors of the car wiper based on unpredictable situation.

Fig. 2. Stochastic based State Diagram for Car Wiper.
The wiper doesn't work with predicting the amount of rain, but it work with measuring the amount of rain per time. So it is similar to non-deterministic, but it depends on stochastic state. Figure 3 shows that we test wiper state with LTSA.

Fig. 3. LTS State Diagram for Car Wiper.

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper analyzes dynamic aspects of our suggested state diagram in UML x.x, to solve concurrent problems of a system. But in this time, the existing state diagrams lack of handling the events within the embedded software system and modeling time oriented area which also cannot handle stochastic aspects. To deal with these problems, we suggested stochastic state diagram. With this diagram, we make sure to keep the correctness with modeling validation and simulation for exactly working the embedded system.
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